Virtual Screening and Molecular Dynamics Simulations from a Bank of Molecules of the Amazon Region Against Functional NS3-4A Protease-Helicase Enzyme of Hepatitis C Virus.
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a disease that affects approximately 3% of the global population and requires new therapeutic agents without the inconvenience associated with current anti-HCV treatment. This paper reports on a study of a virtual screening and a molecular dynamics simulation of compounds derived from natural products from the Amazon region that are potentially effective against the NS3-4A enzyme of HCV, which plays an important role in the replication process of this virus. According to the results of the molecular docking calculations and subsequent consensual analysis, the best scored compounds showed interactions between hydrogen and residues of the catalytic triad as well as interactions with residues that guide ligands to the active site of the enzyme. They also showed stability in the molecular dynamics simulation, as the structures preserved important interactions at the active site of the enzyme. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) values were stabilized at the end of the simulation time. Such compounds are considered promising as novel therapies against HCV.